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QUESTION 1

A company runs its ecommerce application on AWS. Every new order is published as a message in a RabbitMQ queue
that runs on an Amazon EC2 instance in a single Availability Zone. These messages are processed by a different
application that runs on a separate EC2 instance. This application stores the details in a PostgreSQL database on
another EC2 instance. All the EC2 instances are in the same Availability Zone. 

The company needs to redesign its architecture to provide the highest availability with the least operational overhead. 

What should a solutions architect do to meet these requirements? 

A. Migrate the queue to a redundant pair (active/standby) of RabbitMQ instances on Amazon MQ. Create a Multi-AZ
Auto Scaling group (or EC2 instances that host the application. Create another Multi-AZ Auto Scaling group for EC2
instances that host the PostgreSQL database. 

B. Migrate the queue to a redundant pair (active/standby) of RabbitMQ instances on Amazon MQ. Create a Multi-AZ
Auto Scaling group for EC2 instances that host the application. Migrate the database to run on a Multi-AZ deployment of
Amazon RDS for PostgreSQL. 

C. Create a Multi-AZ Auto Scaling group for EC2 instances that host the RabbitMQ queue. Create another Multi-AZ
Auto Scaling group for EC2 instances that host the application. Migrate the database to run on a Multi-AZ deployment of
Amazon RDS fqjPostgreSQL. 

D. Create a Multi-AZ Auto Scaling group for EC2 instances that host the RabbitMQ queue. Create another Multi-AZ
Auto Scaling group for EC2 instances that host the application. Create a third Multi-AZ Auto Scaling group for EC2
instances that host the PostgreSQL database. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A company uses AWS Organizations to manage multiple AWS accounts for different departments. The management
account has an Amazon S3 bucket that contains project reports. The company wants to limit access to this S3 bucket to
only users of accounts within the organization in AWS Organizations. 

Which solution meets these requirements with the LEAST amount of operational overhead? 

A. Add the aws:PrincipalOrgID global condition key with a reference to the organization ID to the S3 bucket policy. 

B. Create an organizational unit (OU) for each department. Add the aws:PrincipalOrgPaths global condition key to the
S3 bucket policy. 

C. Use AWS CloudTrail to monitor the CreateAccount, InviteAccountToOrganization, LeaveOrganization, and
RemoveAccountFromOrganization events. Update the S3 bucket policy accordingly. 

D. Tag each user that needs access to the S3 bucket. Add the aws:PrincipalTag global condition key to the S3 bucket
policy. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/control-access-to-aws-resources-by-using-the-aws-organization-of-iam-
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principals/ 

The aws:PrincipalOrgID global key provides an alternative to listing all the account IDs for all AWS accounts in an
organization. For example, the following Amazon S3 bucket policy allows members of any account in the XXX
organization to 

add an object into the examtopics bucket. 

{"Version": "2020-09-10", 

"Statement": { 

"Sid": "AllowPutObject", 

"Effect": "Allow", 

"Principal": "*", 

"Action": "s3:PutObject", 

"Resource": "arn:aws:s3:::examtopics/*", 

"Condition": {"StringEquals": 

{"aws:PrincipalOrgID":["XXX"]}}}} 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/reference_policies_condition-keys.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has thousands of edge devices that collectively generate 1 TB of status alerts each day. Each alert is
approximately 2 KB in size. A solutions architect needs to implement a solution to ingest and store the alerts for future
analysis. 

The company wants a highly available solution. However, the company needs to minimize costs and does not want to
manage additional infrastructure. Ad ditionally, the company wants to keep 14 days of data available for immediate
analysis and archive any data older than 14 days. 

What is the MOST operationally efficient solution that meets these requirements? 

A. Create an Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose delivery stream to ingest the alerts Configure the Kinesis Data Firehose
stream to deliver the alerts to an Amazon S3 bucket Set up an S3 Lifecycle configuration to transition data to Amazon
S3 Glacier after 14 days 

B. Launch Amazon EC2 instances across two Availability Zones and place them behind an Elastic Load Balancer to
ingest the alerts Create a script on the EC2 instances that will store tne alerts m an Amazon S3 bucket Set up an S3
Lifecycle configuration to transition data to Amazon S3 Glacier after 14 days 

C. Create an Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose delivery stream to ingest the alerts Configure the Kinesis Data Firehose
stream to deliver the alerts to an Amazon Elasticsearch Service (Amazon ES) duster Set up the Amazon ES cluster to
take manual snapshots every day and delete data from the duster that is older than 14 days 

D. Create an Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS i standard queue to ingest the alerts and set the message
retention period to 14 days Configure consumers to poll the SQS queue check the age of the message and analyze the
message data as needed If the message is 14 days old the consumer should copy the message to an Amazon S3
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bucket and delete the message from the SQS queue 

Correct Answer: A 

https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/datafirehose/features/?nc=snandloc=2#:~:text=into%20Amazon%20S3%2C%20Amazo
n%20Red shift%2C%20Amazon%20OpenSearch%20Service%2C%20Kinesis,Delivery%20streams 

 

QUESTION 4

A company needs the ability to analyze the log files of its proprietary application. The logs are stored in JSON format in
an Amazon S3 bucket Queries will be simple and will run on-demand A solutions architect needs to perform the analysis
with minimal changes to the existing architecture 

What should the solutions architect do to meet these requirements with the LEAST amount of operational overhead? 

A. Use Amazon Redshift to load all the content into one place and run the SQL queries as needed 

B. Use Amazon CloudWatch Logs to store the logs Run SQL queries as needed from the Amazon CloudWatch console 

C. Use Amazon Athena directly with Amazon S3 to run the queries as needed 

D. Use AWS Glue to catalog the logs Use a transient Apache Spark cluster on Amazon EMR to run the SQL queries as
needed 

Correct Answer: C 

Amazon Athena can be used to query JSON in S3 

 

QUESTION 5

A company wants to use Amazon S3 for the secondary copy of its on-premises dataset. The company would rarely
need to access this copy. The storage solution\\'s cost should be minimal. Which storage solution meets these
requirements? 

A. S3 Standard 

B. S3 Intelligent-Tiering 

C. S3 Standard-Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-IA) 

D. S3 One Zone-Infrequent Access (S3 One Zone-IA) 

Correct Answer: C 
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